
Thank you all for the opportunity to speak today.

My name is Lena Ramsay. I am from Mariaville, Maine. I had the opportunity to witness and 
assist attorney Slater in the proceedings brought to light here today. I support this bill because as a 
citizen of Maine I’m outraged at not only the inference of bias in this case but also the complete lack of 
accountability and common sense of the department. I’m concerned that we are forgetting the essential 
needs of truly innocent individuals. There should not ever be a bias or lack of accountability by a 
department such as this. If making an allegation of fraud, is it not only common sense that the amount 
of that alleged fraud be specified by the department making that allegation?

My concern goes above and beyond the case discussed here today. There must be basic 
accountability or truly innocent people will continue to become victims in the future, to a department 
that currently is operating in an unacceptable fashion. It is my understanding that this bill can change 
that.

Thank you for listening.
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